BE CLEAR ON EVENT DAYS

NEW CLEAR BAG POLICY FOR ENTERING TD AMERITRADE PARK OMAHA

To provide a safer environment for the public and expedite entry into TD Ameritrade Park Omaha, MECA has implemented a new policy limiting the size and type of bag allowed into the stadium for all events, including the College World Series®.

We strongly encourage you not to bring any type of bag, but have outlined what is permissible. Beginning with Opening Celebration Day, fans will be able to carry only the following style and size bag into the stadium:

- Bags that are clear and do not exceed 12" long by 12" high by 6" wide;
- One-gallon clear plastic freezer bag;
- Small clutch purses, with or without a handle or strap, not exceeding 4.5" by 6.5".
- Exceptions will be made for medically necessary bags after inspection at any entrance.
- Prohibited items will not be held during the event and must be returned to your vehicle or hotel.
- Seat cushions without pockets or compartments will be permitted.

Prohibited items include, but are not limited to: purses or bags larger than a clutch bag, coolers, briefcases, backpacks, fanny packs, luggage of any kind, computer bags, camera bags or binocular cases. Fans may continue to carry approved items without a bag (e.g., binoculars, cameras and smart phones) into the stadium.

Please use only approved bags for all future College World Series events and games and ensure items placed into the clear bag are permissible. Fans are encouraged to visit NCAA.com/CWS for additional stadium information.

PROHIBITED BAGS

- Backpack
- Purse
- Camera Bag
- Binoculars Case
- Fanny Pack
- Printed Pattern Plastic Bag

APPROVED BAGS/PURSES

- 12" x 12" x 6"
  Clear Plastic Bag
- 1 Gallon
  Clear Plastic Storage Bag

- 4.5" x 6.5"
  Clutch Purse
- 4.5" x 6.5"
  Clutch Purse
- 5" x 6.5"
  Clutch Purse

If your bag or purse is larger than the sizes shown above, it will not be allowed into TD Ameritrade Park Omaha.

NCAA and College World Series are trademarks owned or licensed by the National Collegiate Athletic Association.